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EDITORIAL

Welcome to the new edition of Repaint
Reporter, your digital magazine from
PPG Refinish EMEA.
Our company has been developing coatings for the automotive industry for
over 100 years. The expertise gained over this time has seen PPG become
the partner of choice for car manufacturers, paint distributors, collision
centres and bodyshops around the world.
We are extremely proud that PPG became the Global Coating Leader and use
its expertise and knowledge for the well-being of its Customers and Partners. With Repaint Reporter, we take the opportunity to share PPG Refinish
insights with you; the variety of stories in this issue reflects all the exciting
developments within PPG in the EMEA (Europe, Middle East and Africa) region and celebrates the strength and success of our partnerships.

Juan Navarro
Business Solutions
and Branding Director

We are delighted to present you our new magazine, developed specially for
EMEA region. At PPG, we are committed to providing complete solutions that
help our customers to overcome their unique challenges and achieve profitable business growth. Communication plays a key role in this.
Repaint Reporter provides an exciting new platform for us to share interesting stories that demonstrate the impact PPG technologies, services, products, tools and expertise are having – in the smallest paint shops, supercar
bodyshops, distributors and glamorous world of Formula One.
We hope you enjoy this special launch issue of Repaint Reporter. If you have
any questions or feedback about any of the featured articles, or if you would
like to suggest a story for a next issue, please email phountoucos@ppg.com.
Patricia Phountoucos
Marketing Communications
and Branding Manager
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PPG Around the World

Follow us on Facebook
and stay tuned!

Honda approves PPG
for flagship NSX

ANZ Supplier
of the Year

Even before Honda’s all new flagship sports car, the NSX, reaches its first customers in early 2016, PPG
has already received global repair approval from Honda Japan for the stunning supercar. Customers
will be offered multiple three-stage colour options, including PPG’s cutting-edge ANDARO® tint dispersion technology that provides the ability to achieve deep, pure and more chromatic colours than is
possible with traditional pigments.

PPG Refinish in Australia has
earned the Kenworth “Supplier of the Year” award thanks
to “a tight team approach to
customer support,” according
to Paul Galea, General Manager PPG Refinish Australia and
New Zealand.

PPG contest raises the bar in Tibet
Tibet, aka “the roof of the world”, is reaching new PPG is helping to make this type of conversion a reheights in automotive refinish thanks to a new na- ality,” says Pauline Yuen, Vice President, PPG Retional automotive repair contest, introduced by finish Coatings, Asia.
PPG Refinish.
In addition to this event, PPG also hosted the sevThe inaugural competition, which was held in the enth “PPG Cup” Auto Body Painting (Waterborne
Tibet Autonomous Region, invited collision indus- Paints) Contest in China. Forming part of the Natry professionals to showcase their paint applica- tional Automotive Automotive Application and Repair Skills Competition, this contest is helping to
tion skills and green awareness.
“This competition lays the groundwork for Tibet elevate application skills and green awareness in
to convert to using greener refinish coatings, and more than 30 Chinese provinces.

PPG show truck
gets a bold new look
PPG Automotive Refinish has repainted its popular
show truck. The truck, a 23 metre 2016 Freightliner Cascadia tractor-trailer, rig now features
a fresh red, white and blue paint scheme
reminiscent of the stars and stripes of
the American flag. The spectacular
paint job shows off the vibrant colours, extreme graphics and unrivalled special effects that
DELFLEET® products inspire and encourage.

“This competition lays
the groundwork for
Tibet to convert to
using greener refinish
coatings, PPG is helping
to make this type of
conversion a reality.”
PAULINE YUEN
Vice President, Refinish Coatings, Asia.
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a SPECIAL
PAINT FOR
A VIP CAR
Elvis III is the third chapter of a series that was begun in
2006 by famous American car designer John D’Agostino,
which produced Car Elvis and Elvis II. Inspired by Elvis
Presley, these showpiece Cadillacs symbolise America
projected into the future of the 1950s and 1960s.
Two years ago, Celebrity Kustoms Italy with the support of
Dox Design embarked on the “Elvis III” project to complete
the circle of cars dedicated to the king of rock and roll with
a “made in Italy” key.
Elvis III took a full year and a half of effort, from the work
of pure carpentry to decorative details, which saw the
participation of a team of Italian master craftsmen that
ultimately led to the creation of this unique car.

PPG created an exclusive colour that would
make the “Elvis III” even more special

PPG developed an exclusive paint finish especially for this project, in order to give a unique shine to the car.

And this unique project found the ideal paint partner in PPG After its initial presentation, the car left for the United States
as we were commissioned to create an exclusive new colour to take part in the largest and most important American authat would make the Elvis III even more special.
tomotive custom events, including the Grand National Roadster Show in Pomona, the Sacramento Autorama and Rodeo
In order to give a standout shine to the car, the style centre Drive Concours d’Elegance in Beverley Hills. Elvis III reached
of PPG in Lainate has developed tint Kristal Stardust Elvis III, its ultimate destination in November when it took part in the
an exclusive formulation of four-layer pearlescent white with prestigious SEMA Show in Las Vegas.
crystal powder chopped to 0.2 microns, to which decorative
blends were added on the sides in Light Gold by Dox Design.

The successes of Elvis III (to date)
• 2nd prize - Radical Hardtop Category - Grand National Roadster Show in Pomona
• Kustom of Elegance Award - Sacramento Autoram
• Class Act and Excellence Award - Good Guys National Pleasanton, CA
• Top Five Wild Custom Award - West Coast Kustom Cruising National Santa Maria, CA
• Most Fashonable Award - Rodeo Drive Concours d’Elegance of Beverly Hills, CA
• “Best and blessed” Award - Carmel mission, CA
You can follow the adventures of Elvis III on the facebook page: facebook.com/cadillacelvis3
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Translucent
coloUrs
SPECTRAL GREY

A CRITIC A L S TEP
IN ACHIE V ING A PERFEC T
REPA IR OV ER TR A N SLUCENT
ORIGIN A L C OLOUR S

Translucent Colours and the importance of Spectral Greys.
The answer to matching today’s more vibrant OEM colours.

As automakers look to differentiate their
vehicles from the competition, offering eyecatching exterior colours is one proven way
to attract the new car buyer. This is clearly evident when you look at today’s OEM colour palette, which is significantly more exotic and vibrant than it was even five years
ago. Many of the newest selections are highly chromatic, with translucent colours that
sparkle with an exceptional level of depth,
brilliance and clarity.
In order for collision shops to accurately
match these increasingly popular and vibrant colours, it’s helpful to better understand the factory application process, as
well as the latest pigment technologies involved in creating these more exotic OEM finishes. For example, an OEM colour such as
Toyota’s 3R1 Matador Red is a 3 stage colour with an abundance of sparkle and depth
of hue. Its sister colour, 3R3 Barcelona Red,
has an even brighter, rich red appearance, but its brilliance is
achieved using a combination
of translucent pigments and
red pearls in a basecoat/
clearcoat process.
These vibrant translucent
colours can create challenges for the bodyshop
technician seeking to create
successful repairs. Not only must
an accurate match be achieved - it should
be invisible to the naked eye. Achieving true
accuracy requires an innovative approach to
the colour matching process which PPG is
perfectly positioned to deliver.
Automotive OEM’s do not all use the same
application process to get the same effect.

Some use standard grey undercoats for all
colours, others employ different shades of
grey, while others apply coloured groundcoats. But the end result is effectively the
same – the translucent nature of the intense
colour pigments combine with the undercoat
colour and clearcoat to create the dramatic
final colour.

PPG’s Spectral Grey process mimics the
OEM approach by incorporating the latest
vibrant waterborne toners and translucent
pigments with a scientifically proven Spectral Grey undercoat system. As in the OEM
system, the Spectral Grey undercoat contributes to the final colour and is a critical step
in achieving a perfect repair over translucent
original colours.
Spraying to full coverage or opacity has long
been the objective of the paint technician, but
this is no longer the standard practice when
repairing the newer translucent OEM finishes. Once the recommended shade of grey is
applied, coats of the basecoat are sprayed
to “perceived” opacity, allowing the undercoat to play its role in creating the final colour match.
Given PPG’s never-ending quest to advance
the art and science of colour matching and repair processes, you can have confidence that
PPG Refinish will keep pace with OEM colour
styling as it continues to evolve in the future.
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A triumphant

partnership
In the highly competitive world of Formula One cars embody innovation, extreme speed, technological achievements and passion. This is something that PPG
and Williams Martini Racing have shared since 2003.
A successful combination of factors, including recent technical improvements
and a Valtteri Bottas-Felipe Massa driver pairing, have contributed to Williams’
impressive resurgence over the last two
seasons. One of the things that has been
consistent is the team’s long-term partnership with PPG.
As Williams’ official paint supplier,
PPG has developed a technologically
advanced and innovative paint system
designed to reduce weight, lower costs
and provide the highest possible definition finish for all-important identification on the track.
Strength in innovation

Behind the scenes

“They’ve
Before the 2015 season got underway,
we celebrated our long-standing remanaged to
lationship with the Williams Formula
team by taking a special behind the
reduce the weight One
scenes look into their world.
of the paint we
120 PPG Refinish customers and influuse on the cars encers from throughout Europe, the
Middle East and Africa joined us for a
and every gram special Testing Hospitality Day at Spain’s
Circuit de Barcelona-Catalunya. The
saved gives us
super adrenaline-fuelled day saw the
Formula One grid get together
the possibility of whole
to shakedown and refine their new mafaster lap times.” chinery before the opening Grand Prix.

PPG’s experienced and highly skilled
Sir Frank Williams
technicians have worked closely with
those of team Williams to design a bespoke paint system consisting of a colour-matched primer and direct gloss PPG’s bespoke paint system is also extopcoat.
tremely durable and resistant to high
temperatures, allowing it to withstand
Specifically formulated to eliminate the the extreme conditions of Formula One
need for an additional lacquer coat, this racing, whilst maintaining the consiscompact solution reduces the total vol- tent colour and flawless finish expected
ume of paint that is required to finish for the team’s distinctive livery.
and maintain the team’s Formula One
cars, hence saving material, energy and “We’re very proud of our long associlabour costs.
ation with the Williams Formula One
team,” says Patricia Phountoucos,
More importantly, this has enabled Wil- EMEA Communications and Branding
liams to reduce the weight that is add- Manager at PPG Refinish.
ed to its cars during the paint process
“The paint system we have devised
by 48%.
for the team is testament to our con“PPG’s advice and input on the paint tinued investments in product develand coatings we use on our Formula opment and to the feedback we gain
One cars has never been more impor- from the many thousands of painters in
tant,” says Founder and Team Principal bodyshops around the world who use
our products on a daily basis.”
Sir Frank Williams.

Our guests were given special access to
the paddock and Williams Martini Racing boxes where they were able to stay
at the front row of the pit lane and see
the arrival and pit stop of the latest Williams Formula One car, driven by Felipe Massa.
The day was rounded off with a meeting
and exclusive interview with teammate
Valtteri Bottas who shared his Formula One experiences and expectations for
the upcoming season.
We would like to congratulate Williams
Martini Racing on its results in 2015.
We are excited to see what the 2016
Formula One season will have in store
and look forward to continuing our role
as the team’s official paint partner.

F1 driver Valtteri Bottas poses with some PPG customers

“I had a fantastic time
and what a wonderful
experience! To get so
close to the team and
watch F1 drivers was
a dream come true for
me as a F1 fan…It was
great to see how the
team works up close and
personal. Definitely
a memorable trip!”
Stephen Newell,
Newell and Wright Group
Our guests could enjoy exclusive views of Williams’ boxes and pit lane
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Symphony of
sights and sounds
The annual pilgrimage to the Classic
Days Schloss Dyck Motor Festival in
Germany is a firm favourite in the calendar for avid classic car fans, collectors and vintage enthusiasts from all
over Europe.
Held on the first weekend of August in
the historic grounds of a moated castle in the Rhine district of Neuss, Classic Days takes visitors on an enchanting journey through time. In 2015, PPG
joined thousands of exhibitors and visitors to celebrate the festival’s tenth anniversary.

Rare treasures

beautifully preserved engineering masterpieces from all over the world – from
The tenth annual Classic Days Motor supercharged Mercedes to Bentleys
Festival offered spectators the rare op- from Cricklewood times.
portunity to marvel in both the sights
and sounds of classic vehicles from all But the exhibits are not just static! The
eras, against the dramatic backdrop of smell of gasoline and smoked tyres filled
the 17th century castle “Schloss Dyck”. the air as 65 selected Vintage race cars
and motorcycles took to the specially
The extensive castle lawns were brim- constricted “Racing Legends” circuit.
ming with a myriad of unique collector
vehicles, one-off models and stunning Guest of honour was none other than
prototypes, creating one of the finest Sir Stirling Moss, a former British racand largest temporary open-air muse- ing driver who recorded four vice-World
ums in the world.
Championships and 16 Grand Prix victories in Formula One. Especially legendThemed exhibits and parades provided ary were his victories in the Mille Miglia.
a feast for the senses throughout the To add to the special flavour of the day,
weekend. Among the many highlights a charming display of vintage fire enwas “Jewels in the Park”, a Concours gines, tractors and camping carts addd’Elegance that presented 60 rare and ed further variety to festivities.

“It’s a wonderful event to be part of.
Rubbing shoulders with racing legends
and seeing literally hundreds of classic
vehicles up so close in one weekend
is truly an incredible feeling”
Thomas Grebe,
PPG Germany Product Manager

The tenth anniversary of Classic Days
also marked PPG’s sixth time as an exhibitor. As in previous years, we created
the PPG booth as an oasis for spectators and participants.
Düsseldorf artist Bernd Faber had again
skillfully adapted the marquees of the
PPG booth to create a stunning automotive-inspired scene that transported our
visitors to the winding, tree-lined roads
of Tuscany.

Views of the PPG booth

“Our customers along with the whole
PPG team looks forward to Classic Days
every year and we were delighted to be
part of this spectacular motor festival
once again,” says Heike Leufgen, Brand
Communications Manager at PPG. “It is
a great chance to meet with hundreds of
our customers in a unique atmosphere”.
Thomas Grebe, PPG Product Manager adds: “It’s a wonderful event to be
part of. Rubbing shoulders with racing
legends and seeing literally hundreds
of classic vehicles up so close in one
weekend is truly an incredible feeling.
“As PPG Industries was established in
1883, a number of the classic cars presented at Classic Days have more than
likely benefitted from our automotive
coatings over their lifetime.”
15
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A Success Story
in South Africa
A new partnership and relocations to
larger premises marks the beginning
of an exciting new chapter for PPG
Refinish in South Africa.

see them extending their footprint in the SELEMIX® paints for light industrial
Western Cape significantly.
coatings and Ducol coatings.

“We have predominantly been operating in the economy brand sector, but
Strength through partnership have always wanted to be a distributor
for a premium brand. Signing with PPG
Following continued success in the re- gives us the opportunity to step into that
gion, we have strengthened our distri- league,” he said.
bution network in South Africa by joining
forces with Cape Town headquartered “It also allows us to grow our business
City Paint & Abrasives (CPA). We are de- in the Western Cape as it extends our
lighted to welcome the growing family offering to clients significantly. Our aim
business on board as our new distribu- is to become one of the biggest automotion partner in the Western Cape.
tive paint distributors in the province.
Not only do we have the ability and the
With two established branches in Brack- knowledge, but now also the product to
enfell and Maitland the company have allow us to reach that goal.”
been in the automotive paint industry for With new branding and signage already
many years and have built up a solid rep- adorning the company’s premises it is all
systems go. PPG has also provided CPA
utation over this time.
staff with extensive product training.
According to owner Gavin Kinnear the
move to becoming a PPG distributor is CPA will stock the full range of PPG Rethe next step towards implementing finish products including ENVIROBASE®
the company’s growth strategy and will High Performance waterborne system,

According to Kinnear ,customers are
already knocking on the door as market interest has been piqued: “The PPG
products do speak for themselves as
they are of an exceptionally high quality. It has the most stable waterborne
product available in the market at present, while they are also user-friendly
and durable.”
He said aligning CPA to a well-recognised global leader in the automotive
paint industry would ultimately benefit
the business in the long run:
“We have big expectations of where
this will take us in the future. As a family business, close-knit relationships
are important for us. It is a relationship
that we are developing with PPG but also
with our existing and new customers.”

“
The PPG
products do
speak for
themselves as
they are of an
exceptionally
high quality
”

Onwards and upwards
Our South African team have further
embraced change by relocating not one,
but all three of their regional depots to
larger premises.

facilities which offer distributors and
end-users the opportunity to learn
in a hands-on environment. Training
supports the use of all leading PPG
brands and products currently sold in
After many months of planning, our South Africa, including PPG DELTRON®,
Cape Town, Durban and Krugersdorp ENVIROBASE® High Performance and
operations have all moved into their SELEMIX® brand.
new homes. These relocations have
been driven by PPG’s continuing growth Training on equipment usage, job costin this market, as well as a decision to ing and how to use PPG’s PAINTMANoutsource warehouse facilities.
AGER® program software is also provided with the aim of helping bodyshops
The Cape Town depot was the first to and collision centres to increase their
move to its new location in Tyger Wa- productivity and profitability.
terfront in Tyger Valley. Next to relocate
was the Durban depot, which has bur- Earl Hill, National Training and Technirowed down only few kilometres away cal Manager comments: “The new trainfrom its previous location, now situated ing centre complies with European EHS
in a tranquil environment in Kloof. Last, rules and regulations and is equipped
but not least was the Krugersdorp of- with the latest technology and equipfice, which has found its new home in ment. Courses are designed to support
Longmeadow East Business Estate in essential bodyshop practices and reEdenvale, a much more central loca- flect the realities of the local market.”
tion which offers easy access from all
major routes.
“Together with our expanding distribution network, these facilities reinforce
All three new premises are now fully PPG’s position as a premium refinish
equipped with state-of-the-art training brand.”

“We have predominantly been
operating in the economy
brand sector, but have always
wanted to be a distributor for
a premium brand. Signing with
PPG gives us the opportunity to
step into that league.”
GAVIN KINNEAR,
City Paint & Abrasives, Western Cape
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conference
in Slovenia
Connecting the key players
of the industry

The contemporary headquarters
of Slovenian PPG distributor Silco
Automotive played host to the region’s
major car insurance providers for a
special one-day conference to introduce
PPG Refinish products and MVP
services for collision repair.

MVP Business Solutions offers a wide
range of services that help collision industry professionals to work smarter,
including management reports, comparison of key performance indicators
and action plans aimed at increasing
From an insurance perspective, it is im- profitability.
portant that bodyshops are able to repair
damaged vehicles as quickly and as cost González also highlighted PPG’s MVP
effectively as possible. This event pro- Lean Process training course that is
vided PPG Slovenia with the opportunity geared towards helping bodyshops to
to inform local insurance companies di- increase throughput, hence enabling
rectly about the benefits their bodyshop their workshops to process a higher
networks could experience by selecting volume of insurance repairs. The MVP
Lean approach focuses on continual
PPG as their dedicated paint partner.
workflow, reducing variation and those
Dejan Zivkovic, Business Development activities that add no value for the cusManager PPG Slovenia, led the con- tomer and, importantly, working with
ference with the support of Alberto the right partners.
González, PPG Business Solutions Manager for EMEA. Zivkovic firstly treated Dejan Zivkovic from PPG Slovenia, cominsurers to a technical presentation on ments: “This was the first time PPG, lokey PPG Refinish products and tools de- cally, has had the opportunity to meet
signed to enhance the repair process, directly with so many insurance compawhilst helping bodyshops to achieve op- nies, and to explain what makes PPG the
ideal refinish partner for their bodyshop
timum results.
networks. I would like to thank Saso
This was followed by González’s pre- Kronovsek, the Managing Director of Silsentation about the additional value co Automotive, and Tomaz Vrecek, the
that is added through the adoption of Bodyshop Manager of Mercedez-Benz
PPG’s MVP Business Solutions. Lead- Autocommerce for arranging and hosting the field in bodyshop consultancy, ing this successful event.”
The event, which was arranged in partnership with premium PPG customer
Mercedez-Benz Autocommerce, attracted more than 50 delegates from
Slovenia’s main insurance companies.

Tomaz Vrecek introducing the meeting
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Say goodbye
to stock delays
with PPG’s new
INVENTORY TOOL
The ultimate tool for stock management and product ordering, PPG’s
new online INVENTORY management
tool guarantees stock levels will never slow your business again.
Introduced as part of the PPG Collision
Services suite, the new web-based INVENTORY application has already been
successfully implemented in over 600
bodyshops in the USA. It will be available to PPG customers throughout the
EMEA (Europe, Middle East and Africa)
region from 2016.
Using barcode-scanning technology, INVENTORY enables bodyshops and distributors to share stock information,
predict potential product shortfalls and
generate advanced reports.
Bodyshop staff simply use the barcode
scanner to confirm the receipt of goods,
create new purchase orders and to deduct products from their warehouses or
mixing rooms. Thanks to its multi-device design, the INVENTORY interface
allows everyone to view this and the exact levels of stock on any computer, laptop or mobile device.

Case study: OneTouch
Additionally, staff can access information about open and pending purchase
orders, allowing them to quickly see if
their colleagues have already ordered
the products they require for a repair.
Automatic product ordering can also
be incorporated based on pre-selected
re-ordering points defined by bodyshop
managers.

UK-based OneTouch was one of the first
bodyshops in Europe to introduce PPG’s INVENTORY and say they are very pleased with
the results having used the application since
summer 2015 to streamline and centralise
stock management processes across their
two sites in Luton and Basildon.

OneTouch are a fast track bodyshop.
One expert technician works in a dediFinally, the app’s multi-shop organisa- cated workbay and is responsible for all
tion (MSO) feature allows visibility over the work carried out on a car, providing
multiple sites, centralised reporting a one-day key-to-key service.
and better monitoring of group procurement strategies.
PPG’s new INVENTORY tool supports
this fast-track service: “PPG’s Bodyshop
A simplified version of INVENTORY is Inventory Management System has enavailable for bodyshops that do not re- abled us, as a business to control stock
quire these advanced functionalities from one place, making ordering and
about stock management, but are look- management a simple solution across
ing for a solution that improves commu- the group. It has a great reporting suite
nication with distributors and makes that gives just the right amount of day
product ordering easier and faster.
to day reporting,” says Tim Nevell from
OneTouch.

“PPG’s Bodyshop Inventory
Management Tool has enabled us,
as a business to control stock from
one place, making ordering and
management a simple solution across
the group. It has a great reporting
suite that gives just the right amount
of day to day reporting.”
Tim Nevell
OneTouch
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INTERNATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIP
Top Service People Awards

Every year, talented aftermarket
experts from around the world gather
in the Spanish city of Barcelona to
compete in the final of SEAT’s Top
Service People Championship. In
2015, PPG once again assisted the car
manufacturer in crowning the best
painters from the contest’s illustrious
car refinish category.
2015 marked the 16th edition of the
international final which was held at
SEAT’s facilities in Martorell (Barcelona) and PPG Refinish Training Centre in
Montcada i Reixac (Barcelona).
81 aftermarket specialists from SEAT’s

Authorised Services Network were selected to showcase their knowledge and
skills in seven competitive disciplines.
The contestants travelled from 26 countries and three different continents to
take part in the exciting two-day event.
Lucio A. de León, from Mexico, was
crowned car refinish champion. The
Mexican painter achieved the best overall results in the demanding tests that
were designed, developed and evaluated by SEAT´s technicians and PPG staff.
Mario Viadero, from Spain, was awarded second place.

“
Once again ,
the Top Service
People awards
demonstrated
SE AT ’s
commitment
to maintaining
the highest
standards
throughout its
global services
network .
“

Ernesto Zapata, Business Development retical and practical tests of the required
Manager of PPG was among the PPG staff level in a world final.
lending their expertise to judge this highly
competitive category. He comments:
“As for the assessment of these tests, the
jury took into account many aspects of
“The professional performance displayed routine work such as security and safety
by the participants in the category of car measures taken by the participants, the
refinish must be applauded. Their youth choice of tools, election process, applicaproved not to be an obstacle in present- tion skills, methodology, etc,” adds Roig.
ing and demonstrating their superior
knowledge and their skills, while repair- The collaboration with the SEAT Neting and refinishing the test bodyshells work represents for PPG an area of development in the field of excellence for
during the contest.”
vehicle refinishing. In the words of ErOnce again, the Top Ser vice People nesto Zapata, Business Development
awards demonstrated SEAT’s commit- Manager of PPG Refinish:
ment to maintaining the highest standards throughout its global services “Being able to work with the best repaint
network.
professionals through the Top Service
People International allows us to bring
“This contest is carried out in order to to the practical field the training tools
recognise and celebrate the key role that and support that PPG teams make availafter sales activities play in the overall able to the SEAT network worldwide. “
quality that is perceived by the client.
This quality also has a key influence in The 2015 SEAT Top Service People pothe dealer´s profitability,” adds Zapata. dium was completed with the following winners: Victor Manuel Aizpun, from
PPG was first called upon in 2014 to Spain (absolute winner); Miguel Rodrihelp design, supervise and judge the guez from Spain (Service Advisor); Enpainting skills of those competing in the rique Ruiz from Spain (Service Manager);
car refinish category, having previously Gary Haffey from the UK (Parts Managassisted SEAT with its national competi- er); Andreas Salzmann from Austria
tions for Spain and Portugal.
(Seat Master Technician); and Susana
Miguel (Warranty Responsibility).
Ignasi Roig, Director of the Technical Department at PPG Iberia, explains: “The We would like to congratulate everyone
experience gained after nine years of who took part in the 2015 international
working together in the national Top Ser- final and we look forward to collaboratvice People enabled us to design theo- ing with SEAT for the 2016 Top Service
People Awards.

The participants
with SEAT and PPG
Refinish team
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LIVING THE DREAM
Getting up close and personal with
thousands of fast, powerful and limited
edition supercars is every car lover’s
dream, but for the Pignatti family it
is a reality. Their Imperiale Group
of bodyshops specialises in painting
luxury speedsters and has been a partner of Automobili Lamborghini S.p.A.
for over 20 years.
As longstanding PPG Refinish customers, the Pignatti family invited our Italian team for a tour of their company’s
new plant in Modena, an area known as
“the capital of engines” due to a number of Italian sport car manufacturers
having factories there. Lamborghini’s
headquarters are located only a few kilometres away in Sant’Agata Bolognese.
Supercars and superstars
The Pignatti brothers opened their first
bodyshop in the 1980s specifically to cater for luxury cars and customised paint

finishes. After just ten years, the brothers invested in larger premises to help
them achieve their dream of becoming
a Lamborghini partner.

For all of these supercars Imperiale Group, Lamborghini and PPG have
worked together to come up with the
right colours, overcome the difficulties
in painting different materials (steel, aluSince then, Imperiale Group has become minium, carbon fibre and plastic) and ena true extension of the Lamborghini fac- sure a uniform result, capable of maintory. Their collaboration was cemented taining the brand’s exclusiveness.
with the arrival of the Murcielago and
the Gallardo, which Lamborghini en- Today, Imperiale Group paints Lambotrusted to Imperiale Group for painting. rghini’s entire Aventador production,
and also paints special and customised
The quest for quality is taken to the ex- versions of the recent Huracán. The adtreme when it comes to producing a ditional plant was built to accommodate
special limited edition supercar. At Im- this latter project. It is a state-of-theperiale Group, this is an everyday affair: art painting facility devoted to producing
Lamborghini Veneno, Reventon, Jota, two- and three-layer colours and cusSesto Elemento are at the cutting edge tom paint jobs.
of these productions. All of these are
cars produced to celebrate the Lambo- RISE IN customisation
rghini brand and are milestones in the
history of the automobile. No less fas- Imperiale Group’s specialty, with the supcinating are the Gallardo Bicolore, Mur- port of PPG, is to create special colours.
cielago SV, Gallardo Tricolore and Per- With gloss, matte and now glitter, the posformante, to name a few.
sibilities for customisation are endless.

“Once a customer
showed us the cover
of a smartphone,
and then we, with
PPG technicians,
reproduced
the colour.”

Credito Photo-R

Marco Pignatti

When a customer asks for a special colour, Imperiale Group and PPG come up
with the formula, then sample plates
are painted, which the customer has to
sign and return. When the colour is approved, the PPG Refinish cycle begins.
After the car is painted, the quality of the
work is checked, firstly by in-house staff
and then by a Lamborghini inspector.

Raffaele Nicotera of PPG Refinish Italy with Marco Pignatti, Director of Huracán plant.

“For us, this final inspection is very important and provides a real incentive to do better. Over the years we have been able
to grow our business substantially,
precisely because of this technical step,” says Marco.
Marco explains that for many of today’s luxury customers, simply owning a Lamborghini is not enough. It must
be unique: “In recent years
requests for customisation
have greatly increased. First,
the phenomenon of the matte
look took off which involved demanding work for which we can
now boast special techniques.
“We are now into glitter, the latest fashion frontier we have worked on and researched together with PPG, and thus we
are able to offer results with great aesthetic impact.”
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Colour forecast:
orange is
the new white
Orange could be the new in-vogue car colour as PPG predicts a shift from popular conservative tones
to vibrant shades. New ‘AMPLIFY’ colour palettes outline this and other key trends for 2018-19 models.
What was hot in 2015?

According to PPG’s annual automotive colour Globally, white was the most popular choice –
popularity data, 60% of consumers said colour was accounting for 35% of all vehicles built in 2015, up 7%
a major factor in their choice, yet 75% of the cars from 2014 – followed by black (17%) and silver (12%).
produced in 2015 were painted conservatively – in
white, black, grey or silver.

Colour continues to play a vital role in
automotive styling. Recent PPG data
shows that consumers consider colour
key when buying a new car, but most are
conservative in their choice. However,
PPG’s latest automotive colour forecast
says this is about to change!
PPG: the colour experts

Indeed, PPG engages a global network
of more than 20 colour experts with
a focus on automotive, architectural,
aerospace and consumer-products
markets.
These specialists analyse design trends,
consumer preferences and priorities
across regional, cultural and global
markets to determine factors that will
influence future colour choices. The new
colours and palettes introduced for automotive manufacturers reflect developments across these markets and influences.

As the global leader in automotive coatings, PPG is involved in every phase of
a colour’s lifespan. From forecasting
emerging colour trends and developing
new colours and palettes for major automotive OEM designers – to providing
the most up-to-date refinish products
and colour-matching tools that enable PPG’s colour forecast
bodyshops to repair vehicles to showroom conditions.
Looking to 2016 models, Jane E. Harrington, PPG Manager for colour stylPPG’s global perspective in multiple ing, automotive original equipment
end-use markets has given our styling manufacturer (OEM) coatings,
teams unique colour expertise that is un- said PPG’s colour forecast
predic ts dr iver s will
matched in any industry.
see more vehicles in
shades of blue and
orange.

“Reviewing featured models at international auto shows is an important trendforward focus,” she said, noting that the
2015 North American International Auto
Show in Detroit highlighted vehicles in
“great layered blues” and the International Geneva Motor Show this year introduced important models showcasing
orange- and copper-influenced finishes.
New trend-setting palettes

In response to continued demand for colour innovation in automotive coatings,
PPG has introduced 64 exterior shades
to manufacturers for consideration in
styling 2018-2019 model year vehicles.
Titled “AMPLIFY,” this inspiring new
collection consists of four distinct colour-trend story palettes:

HYPER HD is a colourful and impactful theme that
welcomes self-expression, performance and modern technology.

2015 Global Color Popularity
Percentage by colour based on 2015 Model Year vehicle build data

WHITE

2015 Data

2014 Data

35%

28%

17%

18%

12%

13%

GRAY

11%

13%

NATURAL

8%

10%

8%

9%

7%

7%

1%

1%

1%

1%

BLACK
SILVER

RED
BLUE
GREEN
OTHER

IM perfect is a global trend named as a play on
words. Celebrating the perfection
of imperfections and authenticity in individuals living their best lives and focusing on
their uniqueness with an emphasis on wellness.

“ Recent PPG
data shows
that consumers
consider colour
key when buying
a new car.”

KNIGHT’S WATCH is a
stronghold theme providing sturdy reassurance for safety and security through traditional colours representing refuge and confidence.

LUCID DREAMS reflects
calmness, sensitivity and privacy, portraying a refuge from technology overload with fluid, graceful design.
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ACCURATE COLOUR INFORMATION

LAUNCH

With PPG’s fast, free web-based application, distributors and bodyshops
can now quickly and easily identify the
correct colour for vehicle repair and
refinish straight from their computer.
Following a successful introduction in
North America in 2012, PPG launched its
innovative Paint It application to the rest of
the world. Collision industry professionals using PPG products can now benefit
from 24/7, online access to the most current automotive colour information.

a free web application that makes the
process of vehicle colour identification
easier and more streamlined. Paint It
is now available to automotive industry professionals globally. It’s all part
of PPG’s commitment to our customers
to boost their productivity without compromising quality.”

Traditionally, finding the right colour for
a repair involves knowing the manufacturer, year and model. But with Paint It ,
there are endless possibilities to search
for the correct shade - manufacturer,
model colour family, even solid and metallic. And with non-body information
included, finding the best wheel or trim No special software or subscription is
colour is quick and easy too.
required. Paint It displays digital images of vehicle manufacturer colours
As a digital, web-based version of the with corresponding model information
annual colour information book, Paint It allowing technicians to quickly identify
provides a visual representation of do- specific colours.
mestic and import colours dating back
to 2009. Its offers smooth functionality Images and data are linked togethand a fast search feature that generates er for simple and easy search results.
colour identification results through Once a colour is identified, distributors,
OEM manufacturer, usage (wheel, trim, bodyshops owners and paint technicians
etc.) and model-year cues. Colour pal- looking for a vehicle’s colour informaettes have been expanded and can be tion can retrieve formulas through the
referenced on a geographic or country- password-protected COLORMOBILE®
specific basis.
formula retrieval tool.
“When we launched Paint It in North
America, we were happy with how well
it was received,” says Mary Kimbro,
PPG global colour director. “PPG customers immediately saw its benefits:

“PPG customers
immediately saw
its benefits: a free
web application
that makes the
process of vehicle
colour identification
easier and more
streamlined.”
MARY KIMBRO
PPG Global Colour Director

PPG brand customers can access Paint
It through www.ppgpaintit.com. To learn
more about Paint It and other PPG colour tools, visit www.ppgrefinish.com.

Fast facts
• Web-based colour identification and selection.
• Visual representation of paint colours
• Images and colour data linked together.
• Access domestic and import colours in one location.
• No special software required.
• Free of charge; available 24/7.
• Suitable for desktop computer/laptop and mobile device.
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Lifesaving
future
of the
connected
car
New European eCall legislation will
not only save lives, it has the potential to revolutionise the automotive
industry by accelerating the growth of
connected car technology.

Now, thanks to the European Commission’s eCall mobile technology initiative,
this will soon no longer be the case as
there is one element of connectivity all
new cars will soon share. In line with new
legislation announced in April 2015, evThe ever-expanding web of connected ery new car model sold in EU member
devices known as the Internet of Things countries must be equipped with an eCall
(IoT) is set to explode over the coming emergency call system from April 2018.
years with the connected car sat firmly
in the driving seat.
In the event of a serious collision, an
eCall-equipped car will automatically
Having already made the transition alert the nearest emergency centre, by
from concept to showroom, the con- dialing 112 – Europe’s universal emernected car has been a reality for years. gency number. Even if everyone in the
Many of the ways in which contempo- car is too badly injured to speak, a ‘Minrary cars are connected – in-built satel- imum Set of Data’ will be sent, includlite navigation systems, real-time traf- ing the exact location of the crash site.
fic alerts, speed limit warnings and the
ability to seamlessly connect with our An eCall can also be triggered manusmartphones – today seem routine, but ally by pushing a button in the car (by a
are still largely reserved for premium witness, for example) and automatically
and luxury car models.
transmit the precise location.

eCall: time saved = lives saved
The first 60 minutes after a traffic accident are critical. Receiving medical attention and treatment within this ‘golden
hour’ can mean the difference between
life and death. Indeed, 75% of deaths
that occur as a result of a collision happen within the first hour.
Early estimates predict eCall will enable
emergency teams to arrive at the scene
of an accident twice as quickly in rural
areas, and slightly faster in built-up areas – therefore providing the vital extra
time needed to save lives and minimise
the severity of injuries of those involved.
And, with more than a million traffic accidents ocurring every year, this type of development clearly represents a huge step
towards improving the safety and security
of motorists and passengers across Europe.

According to the European Commission,
the eCall automatic emergency call system will save 2,500 lives a year in the
EU; and faster assistance will also reduce the number of serious injuries by
between 10 and 15%.

“The eCall initiative demonstrates how rapidly the
provision of in-vehicle wireless connectivity is growing,” says Patricia Phountoucos, EMEA Communications and Branding Manager at PPG Refinish.
“We are all very excited to see the impact of this
new lifesaving technology as it comes to fruition,
and to seeing what further innovation it will spark
in the future.”

“
The quick er
response will save
hundreds of lives
in the EU
every year .
”
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D8740 - Plastic Primer Additive
Make bumper repairs faster, simpler, better.

